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Here E f refers to expectation with respect to the quenched law P f of the model, that is the process law g i v en the environment f:
In this paper we always assume that logf 0 0 (1) is integrable with respect to the law IP of the environment f: (The prime refers to the derivative.) According to a standard classi cation, a GWRE is said to be subcritical, critical or supercritical if IE log f 0 0 (1) < 0 = 0 or > 0 respectively (I E refers to expectation with respect to IP): In the sequel we assume that Z 0 = 1 : The quantity w e w ant to study is the number Z m n 0 m n of particles at time m having non-empty o spring at time n: Of course, this quantity requires a ner description of the model as used above. The most convenient w ay i s t o think in terms of Galton-Watson trees. For our purpose, we skip a formal description and only refer to FP74] or FSS77], for instance. Given Z n > 0 the process fZ m n : 0 m ng is called the reduced GWRE.
Reduced processes have been studied in the constant e n vironment setting by several authors, see FP74] , Zub75], FSS77], Dur78], Vat79], Sag95], providing a detailed description of the genealogical structure. Applications of some of those results to the problem of estimating the age of the most recent common ancestor (Eve) of all nowadays living people (given such a n E v e exists) can be found in O'Connell O'C95] see also Jagers et al. JNT91] and Vigilant et al. VPH + 89] for related discussions.
In the present paper we a r e i n terested in reduced Galton-Watson processes in the random environment case. For this purpose, it is very convenient t o restrict completely to fractional linear o spring generating functions. That is, 1 ; f n (s) = (n) 1 ; (n) ; (n)s 1 ; (n)s 0 s 1 n 0
where (n) (n) > 0 and (n) + (n) < 1: (2) (Note that the latter conditions exclude the cases f n (s) 1 o r f n (s) s for some n hence, in particular, f 0 n (1) = 0 and f 00 n (1) = 0 are forbidden.) A rst step to deal with such reduced processes in a random environment was done by BV96]. There it was shown that in the critical case the structure of the genealogical trees of such processes resembles a bit the classical supercritical case. Our interest however concerns the subcritical case. It will turn out that here even more interesting e ects may occur. In fact, under certain conditions, we get some kind of \hybrid" behavior from the point of view of classical processes: At the initial stage, the reduced tree might look as in the classical supercritical processes, whereas in the nal stage it resembles again the classical subcritical case. Theorems 3 and 4 below will give a rigorous description of these phenomena.
Henceforth we will use the following notation:
Throughout we assume that the random walk
in R (starting from 0) is non-lattice.
Remark 1 (lattice case) The lattice case can also be studied by the methods of the present paper. However, for this one needs some additional assumptions such as, for instance, IP fX 1 = 0 g > 0 and we simply want t o a void such technicalities.
3
Recall that for classical reduced subcritical Galton-Watson processes the niteness of a so-called Z log Z{moment is of some importance see, for instance, FP74], Pre79]. In the present random environment case there is a similar quantity, the moment IEf 0 0 (1) log f 0 0 (1): But the situation is a bit delicate, since one has to distinguish between three di erent regions of niteness, namely whether this moment is less than 0, equal to 0, and larger than 0: Accordingly, f o r t h e survival probability one has three di erent speeds (see Lemma 11 below). On the other hand, a new phenomenon concerning a conditional limit theorem for the reduced process is obtained only in the last case.
Now w e are ready to formulate our principal results. They are expressed in terms of the annealed law P := IEP f : Recall that we a l w ays assume (1) and (2), and that logf 0 0 (1) is IP{integrable. 
The quantity m i n fm 1 : Z n;m n = 1 g is called the age of the most recent Theorem 3 (hybrid conditional limit theorem) Assume (c) (weakly subcritical case)
IE log f 0 0 (1) < 0 0 < IEf 0 0 (1) log f 0 0 (1) < 1 (12) and, in addition,
Then for m 0 and l 1 the limits (9) with (10) 
Consequently, in this weakly subcritical case, besides (9) and (10) as in the previous theorem, with a positive probability the most recent common ancestor is located exactly at the beginning of the genealogical tree just as for classical supercritical Galton-Watson processes ( Zub75] ). This phenomenon is now considered in more detail. For each n 1 let u n and v n be integers such that 
This means that for weakly subcritical GWRE at late times the reduced genealogical tree can be interpreted as follows. After the branching of the reduced process at the beginning as in (14), there are very long branches without any branching till the moment n ; v n and after this the branching is allowed to continue. See the idealized picture in the gure below. 0 u n n ; u n n Figure 1 : Reduced weakly subcritical GWRE at a late time
As will be seen later in the proof, this phenomenon is closely related to some well-known random walk e ects: Random walks with negative drift but conditioned to stay positive, appropriately scaled converge to some Brownian excursion ( Kao78] ). In our context, the initial period of excursion corresponds to a`supercritical phase' whereas the nal period re ects the`subcritical phase' of branching. At least on a heuristic level this explains a bit the strange behavior of the reduced process as expressed in Theorem 4.
The rest of this paper is laid out as follows. After some preparations in Section 2, the proofs of the Theorems 2{4 will be provided in the Sections 3{5, respectively. For this we exploit an idea of Kozlov Koz76] who studied the behavior of survival probabilities of critical GWRE, and which w as modi ed by Afans'ev Afa80] t o i n vestigate the analogous problem for subcritical GWRE.
Remark 5 (completeness of conditions) Conditions (5), (7) (Here we h a ve (n) (1 ; (n)) (n) additionally.) In this particular case there is a natural correspondence between the models of GWRE and random walk in a random environment having negative drift and jumps 1 which starts at zero and is stopped after the rst return to zero see Dwa69], KKS75], Koz73] and VD96] for more details. Passing to reduced trees, this relation remains valid by dropping parts of the walk and stick together the remaining parts in the obvious way. Then all our results imply facts for such a random walk in a random environment. In particular, it follows from Theorem 3 that, given the maximum of the stopped random walk exceeds n, the walk may oscillate several times between the level n and the vicinity of 0 with positive probability before hitting zero. Such phenomenon di ers signi cantly from the behavior of the classical random walk with negative drift. Note that a similar random medium e ect was observed by Sinai Sin82] and BV96] concerning a random walk in a random environment without drift.
Recalling notation (3) and (4), for 0 r n set a r+1 n := exp and a n := a 1 n b n := b 1 n : (19) Note that a r+1 n > 0 a n d b r+1 n > 0 except b n+1 n 0: N o t e a l s o t h e m ultiplicativity a r a r+1 n a n hence b r + a r (a r+1 n + b r+1 n ) a n + b n > 0: (20) For 0 m n put F m n (s) : = f m (f m+1 ( f n;1 (s) )) F n (s) : = F 0 n (s) reading F n n (s) a s s: Set q m n := 1 ; F m n (0) q n := q 0 n = P f (Z n > 0) (21) and Q(n) : = IE q n = P f Z n > 0g (22) (survival probability of Z n ): Recall we always consider fractional linear o spring generating functions as written in (1) = a n + a m b m+1 n = a n + b n ; b m a n + b n : (26) For 0 m n and l 1 set 0 U n (m l) : = w m n b l;1 m (a n + b n ) l+1 1 a n + b n = q n 1 a n = e Sn (27) and 0 V n (m l) : = b l;1 m (a n + b n ) l :
The next lemma is established in BV96]. Recall notation (22).
Lemma 10 (representation of conditional probabilities) For l 1 and
It is known AK72] that the extinction time for subcritical GWRE is nite P{a.s. However, to prove the Theorems 2{4 we need more detailed information about the behavior of the survival probabilities Q(n) a s n ! 1 taken from Afa80].
Lemma 11 (asymptotics for the survival probability) Let Z be a subcritical GWRE satisfying (1) and (2). T h e n Q(n) = P f Z n > 0g h(n) G n as n ! 1 (5) and (6) hold (ii) h(n) = c 2 n ;1=2 G = IEf 0 0 (1) if (7) and (8) Here and in what follows the symbols c, c 1 ::: are used to denote positive constants not necessarily the same in di erent formulas.
Note that the previous three lemmas reduce the conditional probabilities in the center of our theorems to expressions in terms of the environment f only, in particular on assertions on the random walk S: This we will heavily use in the further procedure.
3 Classical type behavior
In this section we w ant to provide the Proof of Theorem 2. We will use ideas based on random walks a bit di erent from S namely ones obtained by s o m e standard transformations (see, for example, VT76]). Based on Lemma 10, such transformations allow to reduce the problem under consideration to relatively easy arguments about a random walk with negative drift (strongly subcritical case) or to a known problem for a driftless random walk (intermediate subcritical case). 1 (preparation) Recall that 0 < IEf 0 0 (1) := g < 1 b y the assumptions in Theorem 2. Then, evidently,
is a law of a random vector i i : 1 i n say, with n independent a n d identically distributed pairs ( 1 1 ) : : : ( n n ) i n R (0 1): Clearly, By the representation formula (29), this proves (9) in the strongly subcritical case (a). 3 (driftless case) To demonstrate (9) for the case IE 1 = 0 (that is in the intermediate subcritical case (7)) we i n troduce the weak lower ladder epochs and set I j (n) : = I n j;1 n < j o j (n) : = I j n :
(Here and below the symbol IfEg is used to denote the indicator of an event E.) By Lemma 11 (ii), for (9) it su ces to establish that the limit lim
exists and is positive. 4 (convergence in the driftless case) For any J > 1 we represent
Because of IE 1 = 0 it follows from Koz76, (46){(49)] and conditions (7) and (8) 
Letting rst n ! 1 and then T ! 1 these terms will disappear. It remains to deal with the second term at the r.h.s. of (56), for T 1 a n d j l 2 xed. For m > T IEN n (m l) I j;1 < T j > n IEA m B m+1 n I j;1 < T j > n : Distinguishing between di erent v alues k of j;1 using that m > T and applying a renewal argument, the r.h.s. can be written as Lemma 12 (random walk asymptotics) Under the conditions (60){(61), as n ! 1 for each j 1 there a r e p ositive constants c j d j e j such that, IP ( j > n ) c j n ;3=2 G n (62) IP ( j = n) d j n ;3=2 G n (63) IP ( j;1 n < j ) e j n ;3=2 G n (64) and a constant K satisfying 
Denote by IP j n ( ) a n d IE j n ( ), respectively, the conditional probability a n d conditional expectation given D j (n) :
In the sequel we need the following result being a slight reformulation of Lemma 10 from Afa90].
Lemma 13 (general error estimate) Let Q ;1 (n) IE W n J (n) = 0 :
Now w e are ready to describe the scheme of proving Theorem 3. For convenience, we i n troduce the symbol h = h(n m) to denote (depending on the situation) either m with 1 m n or n;m with 0 m n: (Later we will send n ! 1 for xed m:) In view of (29) in Lemma 10, in order to demonstrate Theorem 3 we rst need to show that for each l 1, the limit 
exists. For this purpose, we use for J 2 the representation
(compare with (45)). First we will show t h a t lim sup
which then allows to deal with IP(D j (n)) IE j n U n (h l) for a xed j 1 t o establish the existence of the limit (68). But in view of Lemma 12 and Lemma 11(iii), the limit lim
exists. Thus it then only remains to show the existence and positivity o f t h e limit lim n!1 IE j n U n (h l):
(72) To demonstrate this, we will proceed as follows. Recalling de nitions (26) and (27), we see that U n (h l) = (a n + b n ; b h ) b l;1 h (a n + b n ) l+1 1
and therefore we will nish the proof if we s h o w that the conditional distribution of the three-dimensional vector g(n h) : = ( a n b h b n )
conditioned on the event D j (n) weakly converges as n ! 1 to a law o f a v ector whose coordinates are positive a . s . H o wever, b n (and b h if h = n;m) depend on a growing number of summands, which are di cult to handle with. To b ypass this obstacle we x a su ciently large u and write for n > u b n = b u + a u b u+1 n;u + a n;u b n;u+1 n (75) and, if h = n ; m > u > m b h = b u + a u b u+1 n;u + a n;u b n;u+1 h : (76) Then we s h o w that the conditional distribution of the three-dimensional vector g u (n h) : = ( (a n b m b n ; a u b u+1 n;u ) if h = m (a n b h ; a u b u+1 n;u b n ; a u b u+1 n;u ) if h = n;m Proof In view of (27), for t n U n (h l) q n q t e St :
(78) To complete the proof it remains to recall Lemma 13. (Note that it is not disturbing that U n (h l) depends on further random variables than those from the sequence S 1 S 2 :::) For xed 1 < u < n ; v < n we i n troduce the (2u + 2 v + 1){dimensional vector L u v (n) : = X 1 1 ::: X u u S n;v X n;v+1 n;v+1 ::: X n n ( 
Since on the event f 1 > n ; 1g the pair (X n n ) is independent of the remaining coordinates of L u v (n) we h a ve 
Hence, in view of (64), for large T the event fT < j;1 < n ; T j > n g gives a negligible contribution to the probability IP f j;1 n < j g: This fact allows us in analyzing the asymptotic behavior of IP L u v (n) z D j (n) to deal only with the sum 1
Let us study the i{th summand. Given j;1 and S j;1 the random walk S 0 r := S j;1+r ; S j;1 r 0 is an independent c o p y o f S: Therefore, if we rst consider the case n ; v i n and write i = n ; k for k to be independent
where z (1) consists of the rst 2u + 2 ( v ; k) + 1 coordinates of z, a n d z (2) of the remaining 2k ones. By the induction hypothesis a weak limit (as n ! 1 ) of the right most term in (85) exists.
In the case n ; T i < n ; v we again write i = n ; k for k xed, and we rst consider simply the vector L u k (n) w h i c h, as we k n o w, has a weak limit (conditioned on the event f j;1 = n ; k j > n g) a s n ! 1 and then return to the vector L u v (n): Thus, for all i 2 n ; T n] a w eak limit of the starting conditional probability in (85) exists.
Assume now t h a t 1 i u: Then, instead of L u v (n) w e rst consider the vector L 0 u v (n) which is obtained from L u v (n) b y substituting S n;v ; S i for S n;v : Clearly, where now z (1) consists of the rst 2i coordinates of z, a n d z (2) of the remaining ones. By the induction hypothesis, (86) has a weak limit as n ! 1 : From here it follows easily that (for such i) IP ; L u v (n) z j;1 = i j > n has a weak limit as n ! 1 .
In order to consider the case u < i T we rst add additional coordinates X u+1 u+1 : : : X i i to L u v (n) and then proceed as in the previous case.
Thus we h a ve established, the starting conditional probability in (85) has a weak limit for all i in question. From here, (84), and Lemma 12 we deduce the validity of (80).
To establish (81), one should use the same arguments replacing j > n by j = n (where needed). This then nishes the proof by induction.
Recalling de nitions (74) and (77), denote by g j u (n h) (and g j (n h)) a vector whose distribution coincides with the law o f g u (n h) (respectively g(n h)) 
where g j u (1 m ) is a vector whose coordinates are p ositive a.s.
(Note that the limit g j u (1 m ) is di erent for the two c hoices of the symbol h = h(n m) i n troduced after Lemma 13.)
Proof The coordinates of the vector g u (n h) depend on the coordinates of L u u (n) in a simple way. Therefore the limit in (87) exists. The rst component of g u (n h) i s a n = e ;Sn : Moreover, according to Lemma 15, S n = S n;v + X n;v+1 + +X n conditioned on D j (n) has a limit in law. Therefore, the rst coordinate of g j u (1 m ) is positive with probability one. The a.s.{positivity o f the remaining coordinates follows easily from the preceding fact.
The next lemma is a crucial step in proving the existence of the limit in ( Proof First we note that Z t n Z n for any t n (given Z n > 0) and so it su ces to show that lim
To this end we recall that by Lemma 10,
Since V n (n l) (a n + b n ) ;1 a ;1 t = e St for t n limsup Proof By Theorem 3, the conditioned laws of Z n given Z n > 0 are relatively compact. Because of Z un Z n;vn Z n (under Z n > 0) this implies the relative compactness of the conditioned laws of both Z un Z n > 0 and Z n;vn Z n > 0 : Then (100) gives lim n!1 P n Z un n 6 = Z n;vn n Z n > 0 o = 0 that is the claim.
We continue with a calculation of some reduced process probabilities. For 1 < u < n ; v < n and l 1 set ; n (u n ; v) : = a u+1 n;v q u n a u+1 n;v + b u+1 n;v q n;v n ( 
Proof First we note that in view of (23) @ @s F u n;v (s) = a u+1 n;v a u+1 n;v + b u+1 n;v (1 ; s) = a u+1 n;v q n;v n a u+1 n;v + b u+1 n;v q n;v n 2 :
By (23), this chain of identities can be continued with = a u+1 n;v a u+1 n;v + b u+1 n;v q n;v n 1 ; F u n;v (F n;v n (0)) = a u+1 n;v q u n a u+1 n;v + b u+1 n;v q n;v n = ; n (u n ; v):
Hence, P f Z u n = Z n;v n = l Z n > 0 IE f (l u n n ; v n ) I j (n) + IE f (l u n n ; v n ) J (n): Q ;1 (n) IE f (l u n n ; v n ) J (n) = 0
and that for each xed j 1 lim n!1 Q ;1 (n) IE f (l u n n ; v n ) I j (n) = 0 :
To p r o ve these two statements, we rst estimate f (l u n ; v): Lemma 25 (simpli cation) For 1 < u < n ; v < n f (l u n ; v) l a u b u+1 n;v l 1:
Proof From the de nition (101) of ; n (u n ; v) and Lemma 9 it follows that q u n ; ; n (u n ; v) = q u n b u+1 n;v q n;v n a u+1 n;v + b u+1 n;v q n;v n = q 2 u n b u+1 n;v : In view of the elementary inequality Q ;1 (n) IE f (l u n n ; v n ) I j (n) c " + c 1 IP j n (a un b un+1 n;vn > " ) : Now, letting n ! 1 and taking into account (92) and the fact that, by i d e n tity (89), a u b u+1 n;v is monotonously non-increasing in u and v we obtain lim sup n!1 Q ;1 (n) IE f (l u n n ; v n ) I j (n) c " :
This proves (108) since " > 0 is arbitrary.
Proof of Theorem 4 Lemmas 26{27 establish (108) and (107). This, in view of (106), implies (100), and therefore the validity of Theorem 4.
